Can bubble columns be an alternative to fibrous filters for nanoparticles collection?
The most effective and widely used dedusting techniques to separate nanoparticles of a carrier fluid are fibrous media. The main problem is the clogging of the filter that induces a pressure drop increase over time and thus requires a regular cleaning of the media (or its replacement). Following these observations, this study proposes to investigate the potential of bubble columns for nanoparticles collection. Despite collection efficiencies lower than those of fibrous filters, experimental results show that bubble columns present likely performances for the collection of nanoparticles and have collection efficiency even more important when the liquid height is high and bubbling orifices have low diameters. Experiments have also revealed the presence of a most penetrating particle size for a particle diameter range between 10 and 30 nm. The model developed in this article highlights a good agreement between the theoretical collection efficiency by Brownian diffusion and experimental collection efficiencies for particles lower than 20 nm. Nevertheless, the modelling may be extended to other collection mechanisms in order to explain the collection efficiency increase for particles higher than 20 nm and to confirm or infirm that electrostatic effects can be the cause of this efficiency increase.